
Two Products.
One Powerful Formula.

MATRIX Finish First and Confidence Detergents
Grungy, greasy commercial or restaurant car-
pet can be a cleaner’s worst nightmare. Sticky 
soils can be tough to remove, and if there’s any 
residue left behind, the carpet will re-soil in no 
time.

To solve this dilemma, Matrix chemists devel-
oped a unique combination of additives that 
penetrate and break down oil- and water-based 
soils so they can be easily flushed away. They 
also added outstanding anti-resoiling agents spe-
cifically designed to keep carpet cleaner longer. 

The fast-acting formula gives carpet the new 
look your customers love. Although it’s strong 
enough for commercial cleaning sites, it’s also 
safe for use on stain-resistant carpet in residential 
homes.

The chemists at Matrix put this powerful for-
mula into two amazing products: Matrix Finish 
First, for those who prefer to use a powder, and 
Matrix Confidence, for those who’d rather use a 
liquid. Both leave carpet with the soft, natural feel 
your customers demand.

Matrix Finish First is a powder that dissolves 
easily and won’t cake up. Built-in defoamers 
keep your vacuum line clear. And, since this for-
mulation contains no corrosive materials, it won’t 
damage your equipment. Plus, because it’s water-
less and comprised of 100% active ingredients you 
dilute to use, you’ll save on shipping charges. 

Matrix Confidence gives you the power of a 
powder in liquid form. It contains special citrus 
solvents and emulsifiers that boost its oil-dissolv-
ing abilities, giving you the maximum cleaning 
power available in a liquid.

For Fast Breakdown of 
Tough, Greasy Soils!



Dilutions, pH and Usage Instructions

Usage Instructions:
1. Vacuum carpet thoroughly. 

2. Dilute pre-spray/traffic lane cleaner such as Matrix Grand Slam into a 
    pump-up or inline sprayer and spray onto all traffic lane areas.

3. Use a groomer to groom in the pre-spray and allow a 10-minute dwell 
    time. Do not allow pre-spray to dry on carpeting. 

4. Put diluted detergent (your choice of Matrix Confidence or Matrix Finish 
    First) into carpet extractor and clean carpet. 

5. To neutralize carpet, dilute an acid rinse such as Matrix All Fiber Rinse 
     into a pump-up sprayer, inline sprayer or extractor and apply to carpet. 

6. Set air movers in room to speed dry carpet.

Dilution:
• Truck Mount: Dilute 1.5 pounds per 5 gallons of water for stock solution;  
      meter at 3 GPM

• Portables: Dilute 1-2 ounces per 5 gallons of water 

• Yield: 50 pounds makes up to 2,000 ready-to-use gallons; 1.5 pounds   
   makes up to 60 gallons of ready-to-use solution
 
Note: For optimum defoaming results, mix and use within 10 hours. After 10 hours, the 

product will still perform, but its defoaming ability will be diminished.

Dilution:
• Truck Mounts: Mix 32 ounces per 5 gallons of water to make  
                            stock solution

• Butler Units: Use straight; meter at 20 cc

• Portables: Dilute 2 ounces per 5 gallons of water 

• Yield: One gallon makes up to 320 ready-to-use gallons

pH: 9.5-10.5

pH: 10.0


